BRIEF NOTE ON PROMOTIONAL TRAINING COURSE
FOR UPPER SCHOOL COURSE
This Institution provides promotional Training for Upper
School Course. Training is a conscious effort to impart, improve and
increase knowledge and skill and to develop attitude and values of an
individual in a desired direction. It is a process of developing a person’s
effectiveness through carefully selected methods by competent
trainers in a suitable learning environment. It should be directed not
only towards preparing him for the efficient and effective performance
of his duties in an assigned job, but also towards developing his
capacity for greater responsibilities.
OBJECTIVE:The main objective of training is to enhance the professional
knowledge and to inculcate appropriate attitude to serve the
community, the following aspects are kept in view in planning the
programme:a)

The need for moral values and importance of justice and fair
play.

b)

Develop and reinforce their commitment to basic values of
society.

c)

Harmonizing police roles in the changing political and
socioeconomic scenario of the society.

d)

Increase the effectiveness of the Police officers to the best
of their potential.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS IN UPPER SCHOOL COURSE:
The Upper School Course is meant to prepare a proposed officer
to work as Sub-Inspector at par with directly recruited Sub-Inspectors.
The syllabus meant for the direct PSIs as such become relevant for
preparing the syllabus of Upper School Course. A Sub-Inspector in Delhi
Police performs the following duties, which are not assigned to the
officers of lower rank:a)

Investigation of heinous crime except whatever is exclusively
reserved for Inspector of police. However, he is required to
assist in such investigations also.

b)

The Administrative responsibilities which includes working
as Division Officer and In - charge of a Police Post.

c)

The S.I. being In charge of a police post has to be able to
handle law and order situations. He should be able to assess
the situation and requirement for handling it. He should
also be able to manage the available man power.

d)

The S.I. as I.O. has to collect evidence and therefore should
have better practice in this regard. As I.O./Pairvi officer he
should be trained in court proceedings also.

e)

Enhancement of professional and investigative skills by giving
more attention to the practical aspects of investigation and
its procedure.

Duration:The duration of the training will be 03 months.
Semester:The entire training/course shall be imparted in the form of
an integrated course of One Semester over a total of 03 months, as
follows:Semester

03 Months

PTC

Indoor & Outdoor training

Attendance:90% attendance is compulsory to appear in final exam.
However there is provision for 5% + 5% relaxation in case of genuine
reason of shortage of attendance.
Indoor Training:An Assistant Commissioner of Police (Training), assisted by
the CLI (Chief Law Instructor) and senior Prosecutor will supervise the
Indoor training under the direct supervision of the Principal.
During Indoor training subjects are being taught by Faculty:1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Law-I (IPC & Cr. PC)
Law-II ( Indian Evidence Act, Local & Spl. Laws and D.P. Act)
Law – III ( IPC, Cr.PC , Indian Evidence Act ) Objective Type
Police Investigation -I
Police Investigation –II (Practical)
Human Behaviour, police Image & Community Relation .
Terrorism

Outdoor Training:An Assistant Commissioner of Police (Outdoor), assisted by
the CDI (Chief Drill Instructor) will supervise the Outdoor training
under the direct supervision of the Principal.
The daily duration of the Outdoor training shall be as follows:1 Morning P.T.
2 Morning Parade.
3 Evening Games/Yoga.

45 Minutes
90 Minutes
60 Minutes

During Outdoor classes following periods are taken:1
2
3
4

PT.
Parade.
Musketry & Firing practice
Games & Yoga

In addition, the trainees shall be provided the following specific training
inputs:1. Mob Control
2. Guard Duty

